ALTERNATIVE ACADEMIC CALENDER - 2021-22 MARCH
CLASS: 9TH

SL
NO
1

MONTH
Week-1
“A Dream of
flight”
Prose

SUBJECT: FIRST LANGUAGE ENGLISH

LEARNING OUTCOME
Sharing their dreams with
their friends

Know about how to realize
their dreams in their life.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students are divided into grous
and are asked to discuss about
their dreams.

ASSESSMENT
ACTIVITIES
Discuss in group
work sheet-1

Reading the lesson
Work Sheet-2

Improve voice modulation
while speaking.

Use the word ‘Invention’ as a noun
and as a verb

Work Sheet-3

Pick and speak
Develop skill in reading
2

Week-2
Revision

Enable to understand word
forms
Enable to understand Active
voice and Passive voice

3

Week-3
Revision

Students will learn about
Punctuation marks

Identify the language function
Work Sheet-4

Work Sheet-5

Work Sheet-6
Work Sheet -7

Able to know about direct
speech and reported speech
4

Week-4
Revision

Learn the usage of verb
forms
Learn the words meaning

Work Sheet-8
Work Sheet -9

WORK SHEET -1
I. Use the word Invention as a noun and as a verb
Ex: The Invention of Aero plane is very useful -- Noun
Sir C.V Raman invented the scattering of lights – Verb

WORK SHEET-2
II. Prepare some chits they are related to the vehicles and ask the students to speak
about it.
Ex: fuel, wheel, two wheeler, wings, pilot, engine, speed etc.

WORK SHEET-3
III. Identify the language function.
a) Please help me to cross the road.
b) You have to consult a doctor before take any medicine.
c) Where are you going? My son
d) May I come in sir.
e) The sky is full of covered with the dark clouds, it may be raining today.

WORK SHEET-4
I. With the help of dictionary complete the following table with appropriate
forms of the words.
Sl.No Words
1

Treat

2

Conversation

3

Invention

4

Experiment

5

Float

6

launch

Noun

Adjective

Verb

Adverb

WORK SHEET-5
II. Change the following sentences into passive voice.
1. My mother prepared coffee.
2. Shanta is reading a storu book.
3. Ranganna teaches history to the students.
4. Ashraya is singing a song
5. Shanmukappa played cricket with his friends.
WORK SHEET-6
I.

Punctuate the following sentences.
1. Rashmi said Yamuna you are late today.
2. What a beautiful garden it is.
3. People enjoyed the cricket match didn’t they.
4. Unless he improves his bowling he cannot be selected for the match.

WORK SHEET-7
II.

Change the direct speech sentences into reported speech.
1. He said, “I live in New York”
2. She said, “I am going to shopping”
3. He said, “I will see you later”
4. Anu said, “I went to a movie last night”
5. James asked, “do you want to come out tonight”?
WORK SHEET-8

I.

Use the suitable verb form given in the bracket.
1. Ramu………………(go) to Mysuru last week.
2. Shashi………………..(be + read) a story book.
3. Jayanthi……………………….(will + join) the school tomorrow morning.
4. Saroja…………….(have)a car.
5. There…………………….(be) an accident.
WORK SHEET-9

II.

Match the words in column ‘A’ with their meaning in column ‘B’
A

B

1.Aviation

1.The science or pactice of
flying aircraft

2.Runway

2.Compartment for the pilot of
an aircraft

3.Cockpit

3.a building in which aero
planes are kept

4.Parachute

4.flight recorder

5.Propeller

5.revovlving shaft with blades
for driving a plane

